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Illustrations Preliminary engineering geology map of Fayette County, Kentucky (in three sheets vith separate explanation)
Generalized stratigraphlc column Tables   Table 1. River can be found high on the bluffs overlooking the present-day stream.
Related to the 3ate erosional history, during which the Kentucky River became entrenched in its gorge, are the residual soils that are thickest on the higher and broader hilltops and the solution features such as sinkholes, solution channels, and cavities found in the limestone wherever it is present near the surface.
Engineering geologyGeologic factors of concern to the land-use planners are the same as those of concern to the engineer. These are chiefly slope, Where location of the boundaries of the alluvium is of concern, reference should be made to the more detailed soils maps. vertical, 2 to 6 feet apart, and in three sets; they are commonly widened by ground-water solution into vertical-sided clay-filled channels several feet wide and of varying depth. Locally the surface of the rock beneath the soil is a complex of deep pits separated by sharp pinnacles. Sinkholes are comon. The clay filling of the channels and pits is phosphatic and has been mined as phosphate ore (Black, 1964) Locally, where limestone ledges are thick and persistent or in *Jt*n confined excavations such as pits and ditches, explosives are required.
Most of the rock can be ripped, especially in large excavations. Steep cut slopes tend to weather back rather rapidly as the shale flakes and ravels, allowing slabs of liaestone to drop to the base of the cut.
Nearly *ii the shale is calcareous and has a low coefficient of swelling, but when exposed to alternating wetting and drying conditions it weathers away in thin flakes. Bock conditions vary from site to site and within short distances both horizontally and vertically.
Foundation conditions are generally good, the chief concern being solution features in underlying liaestone strata. Many abandoned quarries scattered throughout the county formerly furnished rock for local needs, such as slabs for houses and walls and crushed rock for road surfacing.
Rock suitable for riprap probably could be obtained fron the operating quarries as veil as from many of the abandoned quarries.
Hard, durable sand is not available in Fayette County or any of the adjacent counties. The nearest source is the Ohio River where sand is dredged and shipped to Lexington. Sand-size limestone chips recovered as a byproduct from the crushing plants are available at the operating quarries.
